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-
ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND STORAGE FOR RIKIDENCES USING Li/12

ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINES TO AUGM.ENT PHOTOVOLTAICS
Guy R. B. Elliott

LOS Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

Electrochernlcal engil~es use electrochemical cell reactions and a
temperature gradient to convert heat directly to electric power. Such
engines can both :enerate electricity and store electric energy. Appli-
cation of such engines as used with solar photovoltaic conversion is
discussed. Specifically, it is shown that such engines could both store
electric energy generated in daytime for nighttime use, and generate
electric power from Eas or other fossil heat in bad weather. If the
photovolta-Lcs
could be used

remain-expensive, the electrochemical engines themselves
to generate electric power from focused solar collection.

INTRODUCTION—-—

Li/12 electrochemical engines follow a new heat engine concept.
When cleveloped I:heywill,

a. generate electric powe~ from heat
b. if desired, store the electric power they generate

c. accept and store power from an external source
d. operate at upper temperatures of 180° to 350”c
(?. ;lvoldmechanical friction
f. eliminate inertial losses such as those of reciprocating

pistons

?I” carry out their heat-to-power conversions with high
efficiency, e.g., >30%.

The purpose of this paper is to show ~hat these capabilities
would be useful in the overall problem of using solar electric power

for homes or communities.
Before elaborating on hr’$ the Li/Iz electrochemical enfiine would

perform and would be used, we will discuss how electrochemical engines
work.

lhe Li~ E1.ectrochernicalReactio~l - Consider an electrochemical reac-
tion in which lithium metal reacts with iodine vapor to produce
lithium .lodide, When the reaction is carriccl out in a cell such as
that i.1~ Fig. 1 electric power can be procluced. (Practical cells are
Somewhat mor’z complex.)

in l~lg.1 an outer cylindrical cup of dense graphite is shown
holditl[:tllrcelayers of matcrials~ l%e top lnycr is a porol”s-graphite
cl.lsk011 which iodine reacts cl,ectrochernically. The middle layer is a
zirconl,a felt disk which is itself an inslll~tor but is porous; it
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supports the graphite disk and rests on a bottom layer of porous
nickel felt which is wet with molten lithium. A molten electrolyte
containing LiI (plus other salts to lower its melting point) wets into
void spaces in all three layers -- the lower layers are-filled with
electrolyte, and electrolyte partially fills the porous graphite by
capillary action.

Electric power can be supplied by the cell by connections to the

lithiurrrnickel felt-dense graphite (negative electrode) and to the
iodine-porous graphite electrode (positive electrode). The open cir-
cuit (no-drain) voltage of such a cell is calculable from thermodynam-
ic data. The reaction is

2Li+12=2LiI
and the emf E is

(1)
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Fjg. 1.. Li/1, electrochemical engine cell (simplified).

AG = -r&E = AGO - RTRnP.
Ia

(2)

(3)

(4)

standard thermodynamic tables, and measurementsAGO is available from
on our own cells confirm the.published AGO values.

For a pressure of 1 atm of 12 and a cell temperature of 625 K

-46,122 E(I atml = -121,800 - 4.575 (625) log 1

‘(l ahn)
= -2.64 volts

For 20 atm (v.p. of 12 at 625 K)

‘(2O atm)
= 2.72 volts

and for 0.000405 atm (v.p. of 12 at room temperature)

. ‘(0.000405 atm) = 2“43 ‘O1ts (5)
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and the difference is
AE = 0.29 volts (6)

Experimental Li/IZ cells have shown internal resistances as low as
0.3 ohm per cm,z,and these internal resistances have proved constant
from 0.25 amps/cm2 drain to 0.80 amps/cm2 of charge -- the performance
of these cells is truly remarkable.

It is worth considering why the Li/Iz is so favorable electrochemi-
cally, even though we do not yet have detailed data on the kinetics of
the electrode reactions.

The fast reaction of the lithium electrode

Li = Li+ + e- (7)

is not s:lrprising -- essentially all reactions of liquid and solid
alkali and alkaline earth metals in molten halides are rapid. This
statement applies to the solid magnesium and the molten calcium-lithiun

alloys of mllitnry thermal batteries, to the alkali metals (lithium,
sodium, and potassium) of the recent molten salt “superbatteries,” and
to tilepresent cells for Li/12 electrochemical er,gines.

As compared with the Li/12 reaction, the reactions at the positive
electrode of the thermal batteries are probably much less reversible --
there the electrolyte is a halide mixture, the positive electrode is
usually an elecrron-conducting oxide which decomposes to precipitate
different oxides, and the negative electrode reaction involves forma–
tion of a halide (not an oxide). These reactions are very rapid com-
pared to those of aqueous systems, but we would not expect them to be
as rapid as the Li/12 reaction.

The rc!actic]nsof sulfur and sulfides in the superbatteries reflect
a somewha~ cli[fcrent problem. Here one must bring three phases to-
gether -- I:hegraphite conductor, the sulfur-containing phase, and the
electrolyttl whether it is 13’’-A1203or a halide melt. These phases show
almost negligible mutual volubility. The reaction at the positive
electrode involves (a) getting a reactant to the reaction site,

(b) bringing in one or more electrons, and (c) moving away at least one
ion in the electrolyte. The only places where the three phases meet is
in lines of contact (not surfaces of contact), and the reaction regions
are of necessity small compared to the total.electrode area.

With the Li/12 system, however, the positive electrode hehavlvr is
markedly different from either the sulfur or oxygen reactions in contact
with hillide melts. Here the Is(g) dissolves in the melts

I,(g) + 1- = 13-

and the electrode reaction is almost certainly

Is- + 2e- = 31-

(8)

(9)

The restllt is that the electrode, electrolytes, and reactant can meet
illsurf,~ces (not lines) of contact and the posltlve reaction barrier is—— .—..
great.l,yreduced.

Similnr arguments can he made regardin~ the Li/C12 CC1lS, and these
cells h,av~.demonstrated the largest specific drai[ls of any elcctrocl~cnr

ical cells.
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me published data suggest that+movement of ls- ions will be so
small compared to the movement of Li ions that the loss of cell effi-
ciency to-Is- niigration will not be serious.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINES

If two cells of the type shown in Fig. 1
cal, evacuated Pyrex containers as in Fig. 2,

\ are joined electrically, the cells oppose one

placed in a furnace at T,, and condensers can
air through them.

.

are each placed in identl-
and if the positive leads
another. The cells are
be cooled to TZ by blowing

~~
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Fig. 2. ‘Ibo-cell electrochemical engine.

If the temperature in both condensers i9 the same, no net voltage
is dev~loped across the negative electrodes and no current flows. The
individ~li~l(and opposing) voltages are given by thermodynamics as just
dJ.Bcuti~t!il.For ‘1’I= 625 K the opposing emfs are 2.72 volts [Eq. (4)].

If one condenser is cooled to TX = 298 K, then the p~messure of
iodine vapor in that cell will drop to 0.000405 atm, the emf will be
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2.43 volts [Eq. (5)], and a net emf of 0.29 volts is generated.
At this point the two cells form an electrochemical heat engine.

As current flows, one cell is discharged and one is charged. The net
reactior, per Faraday of electricity generated is

Li(Tl side) + Li(T, side)

LII(T2 side) + LiI(T, side) .

At very low drain the ~’oltage will be 2.72-2.43 = 0.29 volts. For the
0.3 ohms/cm2 internal resistance discussed earlier and for 0.1 amps/cm2
drain, 0.29-2(0.03) = 0.23 volts will be available.

This electrocheudcal engine cycle would start with one fully
charged cell with (condenser) Tz = 625 K and one fully disch~rged cell
with T2 = 298 K. Then, when the high voltage side had completely dis–
charged, the low voltage side would be completely charged. At that

point tlw cold condenser would be heated, the hot condenser would be
cooled, and current would flo-win the opposite direction (requiring an
external switching to maintain the proper current dlrectlon). At the
end of two such half-cycles, -the engine would be in its initial state,
but net conversions of heat to electrical energy would have been accom-
plished.

The cells can be stacked and assembled as in F . 3. We speak of
one-half of :m ell~ine as a call-stack unit. The celi voltages add in
such a srack. All the iodine generated in a cell-stack unit during

charging can he collected at a single reservoir, and iodine will later
be drawn from the reservoir as needed by the cells when they are drain-
ing.

1]~addition to generating electric power, these cell-stack unj.ts
can (by brcaklng the electrical connection between the two-cell stack
units) each be used separately as an energy storage device. The volt-
age recluired to chau~e such a storage device is a little over 2.72 volts
times the number of cells in a stack, and such stacks return a little
less than 2.72 volts times the number of cells.

The generation efficiencies calculated for these devices are high:
The measurements of vc,ltages on open circuit agree with calculations
from accl~pted thermodynamic values, and the internal resistances of the

cells (wheu properly constructed) can be very low. For the case above
of 0.29 volts open circtit on generation, and 0.23 volts on generation

current of 0.1 amp/cm2, the calculated efficiency is

(0.23/0.29) (625-298)/625 = 0.41 (lo)

or 41X conversion to electricity of the heat supplied to the generator
at 625 K. In pr~ctice we would hope to get over 30% conversion, a high
value for such low-grade heat.

llw batt:ery efficiencies as calculated also look very good~ Assum-
il~g0.5 amps/cm2 nnd 0.3 ohms/cm2 of CCI1 area, the voltage will be re-

ducc!d only to
2.72-0.15 = 2.57 VOlt.S (11)

or about 11% loss on a charge-discharge cycle.
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Fig. 3. Electr mlcal engine with two cell-stack
units of six cells each.

COM131NlNC~HOTOVOT.TAIC CONVEW,ION WITH Li/12 ELECTROCHEMICAL IINGI~IES— .

We agree that the Li/12 e!.ectrochemical engines could supplement
the photov(lltaic devices, filling in the deficiencies of photovoltaics
(no storal;e, no bad-weather generation) and offering toge:her a
commercial potential which is lacked by the photovoltaics alone. Here
the electrochemical engines,would serve as storage devices (item c)
for nighttime use in good weather, and they would bum gas or other
fossil f~lel to supply the home or community needs (items a and b,
generation plus load-leveling) in bad weather.

In my opinion the high costs of photovoltaic conversion will be re
cluced to marketable levels, Ttie present figures are around $15,000 per
kilowatt of power, for units which were designed for both direct and
diffuse S(mligllt. By contrast baseload power, e.g., nuclear, is
gradually rising toward $1OOO per kilawatt. Other photovoltaic systems
call for solar focusing, perhaps by solar-cracking, Fresnel lenses.
Here the solar concentration might be as much as 100-fold, but cooling
of these solar cells WOUICI be required and, of course, the devices
would not work.with diffuse sunlight.

However, even if the collection and conversion costs were zero,
with current technology there would still be problems with using photo-
voltaic conversion -- as mentioned earlier the photovoltaics cannot
store energy for the night’s use, and their generation become~ smaller
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as the weather worsens. It is often suggested that nighttime storage
would be solved by banks of lead-acid storage batteries, but that stor-
age would not be easy, cheap, or convenient –- each family would need

about 20 KWH of storage, or 50 car batteries at $30 each, if the cost
of lead did not rise sharply. (For safe battery recovery on recharge,
one should not regularly discharge more than 2/3 of the batteries’ 0.6
KWH capacities.)

here the compact and (projected) cheaper storage function of the
Li/Iz electrochemical engines would be an advantage for solar electric
storage.

Even more critical under present methuds of electric power genera-
tor are the pressures on supplementary power generation systems if
widespread use of photovoltaics were developed. If solar users de-
pended upon central power stations for their supplementary power, then
occasional usage would be very expensive -- much expensive electric
generating equipment would stand idle during fair wea?her, but it would
still be guaranteed a profit by the nature of ut?.litiesl return on in-
vestment.

Tl~egas companies do not have as difficult load leveling problems,
and they would presumably want the business when the solar electric
users switched to gas to power their electrochemical engines in bad
weather. In any case, liq~id fuels could replzce gas to power electro-
chemical engines, if necessary.

To summarize, we believe that combined photovoltaic–electrochemial
engine systems cou’d offer a commercially plausible approach to home
use of SO1;lY electric generation, if the price of photovoltaics drops
sharply. Photovoltaics alone, without new technology for backup gener-

ation ~Lld storai;e, however, are not plausible, as we see them.

IF PHOTOVO1,TAI(:CONVERTERS REMAIN EXPENSIVE—--- .—

If pbotovoltaic devices ’never became cheap, the Li/1= electro–
chemical engines codd generate their own power from solar energy. It
would then be necessary to use heat from focused sunlibht, for example,
from heat, pipes in the focus of a tracking Winston parfibollic-trougl-

collector.
We emphasize, however, that if photovoltaics can comp.,~c economi-

cally for the generation market , ~ would prefer using them r:l.therthan
Li/12 clectrochernical engines for the primary generation 1:1 ~;ood
weathert The reality is that Lhe photovoltaics work reasonably well on
a partly cloudy day, but the cloudiness would seriously affect the peak
~emperatures rt?ached in solar h(!atin~ of Ii/I, electrochemical engines,
therehy degrading their performance.

PREDICTIONS OF li/12 ELECTROCllFNICML ENGINE PERFOKMIN(X.———.——— —- .—

LL/IZ electrochemical engines for use with home photovo]taic gen-
erators would probably operate at about 500 K maximum temperature (to
keep tht?12 pressures down to 1 atom). Also there would be other minor

cnmplexltles as compared with the foSlowi.ng calculations .~nd the home
engine performances would be less ideal. than the followf.ng values.
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We will consider the performance of one electrochemical engine
(a pair of cell-stack units, each containing 100 cells). The use of
110 such electrochemical engines would provide nighttime *storage and
bad-weather generation and load-leveling for a community of 175
families which generated most of its power by photovoltaic generators.

The cells of the postulated engine would be built more simply than
those in Fig. 1; there would, as mentioned above, be 100 cells per cell-
stack units stacked more or less like those in Fig. 3; the condensers
would surround the cells rather than being as far removed as those in
Fig. 3.

Without further description, we turn to Table 1 which indicates
some projected performance and costs.

Table 1

PERFOR14ANCE ANO COST ESTIMATES FORLi/1~ ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINES

Cell-stack units per engine 2

One cell-stack unit 100 cells
19 in. diam. by 41 in. long
500 lbs
$600

Output of one engine (twc cell-stack units, 200 cells total)
Temperatures 625 K cells at all times

625 K hot condenser
298 K cold condenser

(L2nerator action 29 volts open circuit
23 volts for 0.1 amps/cm2 generation
70 amps
1.6 KW
41% ideal efficiency, >30% anticipated

Storage action 272 volts open circuit
257 volts for 0.5 amps/cm2 drain

700 amps (assuming large leads)
89% ideal efficiency for charge-dis-
charge cycle at C.5 amp/cmz,
>85% anticipated

Specific costs

Generation $750/Kw

Storage $33/KWH

.——. . ....———

This work was sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy.
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